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Analytic Solution for Strong-Field Quantum Control of Atomic Wave Packets
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A simple analytic formula is derived for the impulse that will produce approximately, for arbitra
large population transfer, a specified wave packet in a Rydberg atom. This solution to the non
control problem is obtained in the limit that the duration of the pulsed control field is less than
Kepler period of the system. The validity of our solution is tested by comparison with a di
numerical integration of Schrödinger’s equation, and it is found to yield the target state and popu
transfer with very high fidelity. [S0031-9007(98)06764-7]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Qk, 42.50.Hz, 42.50.Vk
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Perhaps the ultimate goal of engineering is to devel
the ability to control matter at its most fundamental level—
that is, to have control over the quantum state of o
or more degrees of freedom of an atom or molecu
The preparation of particular quantum states of atom
and molecules is important in a number of emergin
areas, including quantum computation [1] and nanosc
technology [2]. For this reason, a number of quantu
control theories have been developed in the past f
years by extending the control theory of classical syste
into the quantum domain [3–5]. These theories, whic
seek a prescription for the control field that prepares
specific state of an internal degree of freedom of an ato
or molecule, have led to new insights into the way
which matter can be manipulated that may have importa
consequences for chemistry, biology, material science, a
quantum communications and computing. Moreover, th
allow one to determine, for the regime of small excitatio
a globally optimal classical driving force that produces th
specific target state in a canonical bound quantum syste

If, however, quantum state engineering in matter is
have a significant impact, it is imperative to find a so
lution to the quantum control problem for large popula
tion transfer from the initial state to the target state.
this regime the problem of quantum control is highly non
linear. Because of this, the regime of strong excitatio
has been explored only by iterative numerical techniqu
[6–8], sometimes beginning from an optimized weak-fie
solution.

In this paper we propose a general approach to t
quantum control of matter that allows a driving force t
be found simply, even for highly nonlinear excitation
for a target state that is a bound state of the syste
The key to obtaining this solution is to simplify the
problem by limiting the duration of the driving force
to less than one characteristic period of the system (
an atomic electron Rydberg wave packet this would
the Kepler period, for example). The reason is that f
times less than the characteristic period, the particle do
not have the opportunity to reach the system’s bounda
and acts essentially as a classical free particle. We w
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discuss the technique with respect to the hydrogen a
but it can be readily extended to a variety of system
consisting of a single ground state and a manifold
excited states. Many quantum systems have at le
part of their structure of this type. Each energy lev
within the upper manifold is connected to the ground st
by time-dependent interaction, but no direct interacti
is allowed between different levels of the excited sta
manifold. In the case of a hydrogen atom driven by
external optical field, the ground and excited states
electronic states connected by a dipole transition.

We want to find the electric field that will create a targ
wave packet centered at some principal quantum num
n̄. The Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the ato
with an external classical driving fieldEstd can be writ-
ten as

Ĥ  h̄
X̀

m2

vmjml kmj 1
X̀

m2

dmEstd sj1l kmj 1 jml k1jd ,

(1)

where j1l and jml are the ground and excited electron
states, respectively. The eigenfrequency of statej1l is
defined to be zero while that of statejml is given by
vm  f1 2 m22gn̄3vy2. Whenn̄ ¿ 1, v ; e2yh̄a0n̄3

corresponds to the Kepler frequency of the wave pack
For hydrogen, the electric dipole moments are given
dm ø ea0ym3y2. The electric field is written asEstd 
E0f fstdeivLt 1 c.c.g; here jfstdj is the dimensionless
slowly varying pulse envelope andvL is the carrier
frequency.

The state of the system at timet can be expanded
in terms of the unperturbed eigenstates of the ato
jCl  astd j1l 1

P`
m2 bmstdeivmt jml. Substituting this

into Schrödinger’s equation yields, in the rotating wa
approximation, a set of coupled differential equations f
the probability amplitudes:

Ùbn  2iVnfpstdastdeidnt, (2)

Ùa  2i
X̀

m2

Vmfstdbmstde2idmt, (3)
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where Vm  dmE0yh̄ is the Rabi frequency anddm 
vm 2 vL the detuning for the transition. The carrie
frequency is taken to be equal tovn̄.

Assuming that initially all the population is on the
ground state, substitution of the formal solution of Eq. (2
into Eq. (3) yields

Ùa  2fstd
Z t

2`

ds fpssdassdjst 2 sd . (4)

The electronic response functionjst 2 sd con-
sists of two parts: a contributionjr st 2 sd ;P`

mN V2
me2idmst2sd from states near resonance

with the optical field, and anotherjnr st 2 sd ;PN
m2 V2

me2idmst2sd from states significantly detuned
from it. The separation into these contributions occu
at level N ¿ 2 corresponding to the lowest electronic
state occupied by the target wave packet. In any ca
jnr st 2 sd oscillates very rapidly compared tofpssdassd,
and the integration overs will be negligible. On the
other hand, the resonant contribution consists of
small d-function-like “spike” centered ats  t, with
quasiperiodic revivals ats  t 2 j T (with j  61,
62, . . ., andT ; 2pyv), each of much lower amplitude
and broader duration than that ats  t. Therefore, by
restricting the exciting pulse duration to less than on
Kepler periodT we can write to a good approximation:
jr st 2 sd ø s2pV2

n̄hyvd dst 2 sd. The dimensionless
quantityh will be left to be determined later.

Equation (4) can then be solved forastd, yielding

astd ø exp

"
2sRy2d

Z t

0
jfssdj2 ds

#
, (5)

whereR ; s2pV2
n̄yvdh.

This equation describes the temporal evolution of th
probability amplitude of the ground state, and it has be
tested against full numerical integration of Eqs. (2) an
(3). It is important to point out that in arriving at this
result, no approximation was made regarding the streng
of the field, except that it should not be so strong that th
ground state is depleted significantly during the duratio
of jr std, though it may do so over the duration of the
control pulse itself. It indicates that no Rabi cycling o
the population between the ground and excited states
occur during the first Kepler period. This is becaus
transfer of population back from the bright state excite
in the upper manifold to the ground state is suppressed
quantum interference. The short pulse duration impli
that there is an uncertainty of the excitation frequenc
large enough that the discreteness of the manifold can
be resolved, and the ground state simply depletes as if
manifold were a continuum. As a matter of fact, Eq. (5)
similar to the Fermi golden rule expression for ionizatio
of the atom. In a wave packet picture, the localized sta
that is excited by the pulse does not complete an ent
period of oscillation during the time that the driving field
is nonzero, so that there is no possibility that quantu
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interference of possible transition amplitudes betwe
ground and excited states can occur during the pulse.

In the weak-field regime, where depopulation of th
ground state is small, the ground state’s amplitude
mains fairly constant. Then, any field which produc
the correct spectral amplitudes and phases at the par
lar resonance frequenciesvm is a solution to the control
problem: the form of the field (or more precisely, of it
Fourier transform) in between these resonances is irr
vant [9]. In the more general case of significant grou
state population depletion, the driving field may be fou
from the given set of target amplitudesbnstd for the de-
sired wave packet at some target timet, when the field is
again zero.

Substitution of Eq. (5) back into Eq. (2) followed by it
integration, allows one to solve for the field oncebnstd is
specified. By requiring the field to be zero at the targ
time, we obtain

fstd  sVn̄yRdBpstdeGstd, (6)

whereBstd  i
P`

mN lmbme2idmt, with bm  bmstd and
lm ; sn̄ymd3y2. The functionGstd, defined asGstd ;
sRy2d

Rt
0 jfssdj2 ds, is related to the pulse energy up t

time t. Taking its derivative with respect to time an
using Eq. (6) yields

ÙGstd  svy4phd jBstdj2e2Gstd. (7)

Equation (7) can be easily integrated forGstd, and
substituting the result back into Eq. (6), we find the fie
that generates the target state in the excited manifold to

fstd  2ishR0d21 Bpstd
f1 2 svy2phd

Rt
0 jBssdj2 dsg1y2

.

(8)

HereR0 ; 2pVn̄yv. The quantityh can now be evalu-
ated by setting expf22Gstdg  1 2 D, where D is the
target depletion of the ground state. It is straigh
forward to show thath21  s2pDdyfv

Rt

0 jBssdj2 dsg.
From Eq. (8), the productE0fstd can be evaluated, thus
completely determining the driving fieldEstd.

Equation (8) is the main result of this paper, and
represents a prescriptive solution for creating a particu
Rydberg wave packet in hydrogenlike atoms. If the targ
wave packet is well localized, the functionBstd consists of
a series of impulses of decreasing amplitude that gradu
broaden into one another. It is clear from the weak-fie
solution [obtained from Eq. (8) by setting the denominat
equal to unity] that each of the isolated impulses conta
a complete specification of the target wave packet.
the strong-field regime, only those impulses within
single Kepler period play a role since, once the targ
depletion of the ground state is reached, the cont
field is set to zero. Of course, this restricts the set
possible target wave packets to those for whichBstd has
this quasiperiodic structure. For example, a wave pac
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with population uniformly distributed across statesj75l to
j100l with constant phase yields a time series that satisfi
this criterion, but a state with half its population in stat
j75l and half in statej100l is not amenable to control
using this method. This is because, in the latter cas
the field contains structure of duration shorter than th
“response” function.

The ability of this approximate driving field to gener-
ate the target quantum state in the upper manifold w
tested on two prototypical localized states that exhib
both classical and quantum features. The first of the
was a Rydberg quasi-coherent-state wave packet cente
at n̄  85. Here, the target amplitudes were taken t
bebN1jstd  hDfsn̄ 2 NdjexpsN 2 n̄dyj!gj1y2 with j 
0, 1, . . . , 25, and N  75; the other levels were assigned
zero amplitudes. This corresponds to a Gaussian rad
wave packet with spatial extent of approximately 10% o
the Kepler period, at the outer turning point. The driv
ing fields, determined using Eq. (8), are shown in Fig. 1
for both small (3%) and large (99%) ground state depl
tion. Note that the shapes of the field (although not th
pulse energy) in the strong-field case is not radically di
ferent from that in the weak-field regime, and the differ
ences make good physical sense. In the strong-field ca
the dynamics are easily understood from the following a
gument. By the time the trailing edge of the pulse arrive
at the system, the ground state population is smaller th
initially, and there is consequently less absorption than
the leading edge of the pulse. Therefore, the pulse must

FIG. 1. The driving field that generates (a) a coherent sta
and (b) a “cat” state with 10% depletion (solid line) and 97%
depletion (dashed line). The phase of the field is the sam
in both strong and weak cases. In (a), the intensity of th
weak field corresponds to approximately3 3 109 Wycm2 and
to 4 3 1011 Wycm2 for the strong field.
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more intense at the trailing edge in order to be ab
to pump whatever population is left in the ground sta
to the upper manifold. Thus, aside from the practical
important problem of developing analytic solutions t
nonlinear control problems, these results provide som
physical insight into a previous work by Krauseet al. [6],
where optimal control theory was used to generate
minimum uncertainty wave packet in theB state of an
I2 molecule starting in the groundX state. The field
was designed in the weak-field regime and then sca
to higher intensities, depleting 100% of the populatio
from the ground electronic state. They too found th
only small changes in the pulse shape were requir
to obtain reasonable target achievements—there was
radical restructuring.

The validity of these approximate solutions was test
by substituting the designed fields back into Schrödinge
equation [Eqs. (2) and (3)] and numerically integratin
without any further approximations to find the fina
state. The continuum was not included in the simulatio
because the control field intensities were always le
than 5 3 1011 Wycm2 even in the regime of nearly
total population transfer to the wave packet state. T
actual and target populations and phases, for the stro
field case, are shown in Fig. 2a. In both weak- an
strong-response regimes the analytic prediction compa
favorably with the full numerical results, with less tha
1% difference from the targeted population transfer fro
the ground state. To quantify the fidelity, we used
generalization of the achievement factorA, defined by [6]
A2  Trsr̂r̂T dysTrr̂2 Trr̂

2
T d1y2, where r̂ is the density

operator associated with the final state in the upp
manifold andr̂T is that of the target state. Here,A  1
when r̂  r̂T , even for mixed states. In both weak
and strong-field domains we obtained an achievement
A  0.999 6 0.001, indicating that the target state wa
obtained with extremely high fidelity in both cases.

Fields that generate other distributions with more com
plicated phase-space structure can also be designed.
our second test case, we used Eq. (8) to design
field that generates a Rydberg “cat” state in the upp
manifold. This state corresponds to a coherent sup
position of two classically distinguishable quasicohe
ent states of the same shape at the inner and ou
turning points. Here,bN1jstd  hDfsn̄ 2 NdjexpsN 2

n̄dyj!gj1y2 fs21dj 1 1g, and, as before,j  0, 1, . . . , 25;
N  75 and n̄  85. The field that generates such dis
tribution is shown in Fig. 1b for both weak and stron
excitation regimes. As one would expect, two pulses a
necessary to produce this state [10–13]. The second pu
arrives approximately a timeTy2 after the first pulse and
creates a second wave packet, of identical configurat
space structure to the first. This second wave packet
terferes with the first one, canceling the population in th
even numbered levels. Again, the differences betwe
pulse shapes in the small and large depletion cases
957
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FIG. 2. Solutions to Schrödinger’s equation using the field
Eq. (8) for a target wave packet that is (a) a quasicohere
state and (b) a “cat” state in the strong-field regime. Blac
and white columns correspond to actual and target distributio
respectively. The target phases are zero, and we show only
actual phases for levels for whichjbnj2 is greater than 1% of
the maximum target probability.

be explained by the smaller absorption seen by t
second pulse, and the rapid depletion of the ground st
during each pulse. Figure 2b shows the actual and tar
populations and phases, for the strong-field case. He
A  0.999 6 0.001 as well.

Thus we have shown that the idea of restricting the dri
ing force to a short enough duration that the discreteness
the system’s level structure is not operative leads to a gr
simplification of the nonlinear quantum control problem
In contrast to other approaches to quantum control such
optimal control theory (OCT), this restriction allows on
to derive a simple, approximate analytic solution for th
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driving field, directly from the quantum state amplitude
in the upper manifold, even in the limit of large popula
tion transfer. The main approximation used in finding a
analytic solution was that of a rapid electronic respon
function. This approximation was tested by substitutin
the driving field from Eq. (8) in Eqs. (2) and (3), which
were then numerically integrated. As shown in Figs.
and 2b, the approximation seems to hold well even in t
strong regime.

Even though more complex models of an atom, or
a molecule, may be more tractable under OCT, due to
greater flexibility, the driving field of Eq. (8) can be use
as the initial guess for the control field required by th
method. The output of OCT would then probably yiel
better achievements and, correspondingly, a field close
the globally optimal solution.
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